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At first, I had to learn to use the recycling bin. It taught me to care about my community and make sure animals don't eat our scraps. And don't litter nowhere you go. And show that you care.
We do not use energy to wash dishes. They use their bare hands to save money.
We learn to clean up after ourselves. It taught us to learn to be self-sufficient.
Here you go

Thank you

Working together is always the key!
Picking Up Trash

Me picking up trash to save our community and environment because trash hurts the river.
Play outside instead of using electricity.

Dear Hard Bargain Farm,

I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much about animals that when anybody asks me something about animal I give them the correct answer. And I had fun with out game systems, phones and basketball that helped fun the trip was. And I want to thank all the staff that work at the farm for teaching a lot about animals and the food or drink while we was having fun at the same time. And finally thank u for teaching all of us about caring about our community and animals. Never litter in your area always clean up after your self and always take care of animals because one day they might save your life.
January 23, 2014

Dear Staff at Hard Bargain Farm,

I really enjoyed my visit to the resource camp. It was my first experience with a farm and I really learned a lot about how we protect the environment.

We took turns milking a cow named Annie. At first, I was a little scared, but once I saw how to do it better, after milking Annie, we learned how better was made. We mpt the milk and then the other students and I took turns shaking it. I learned how important it was for us to help the environment by picking up trash in our communities and recycling. Working together to build a community, we learned to support each other in team building and working as a team.

By helping to feed the animals a nutritious diet of food, we learn that this promotes help produce healthy soil. By creating healthy soil, we help the crops to grow.

Learning how to wash our clothes without leaving the water running while we wash, and turning off the lights when we are not using them helps to save energy. I learned to use my own energy by cleaning up my space, cleaning and rolling down a hill. We had fun without using technology. Thank you so very much for the chance to learn at your camp, this was exciting and extraordinary.

Sincerely,

Onosehale Okojie
Dear Hard Bargain Farm,

It was a great educational experience. It taught me to work together to build a community and to support each other in team building. I learned how to be self-sufficient by washing our own dishes and turning out lights, which made me think about saving energy. I learned how to recycle by picking up trash in our community. Helping to feed the animals creates healthy soil, but feeding the earth soil helps crops to grow. I also learned that farmers had to do this everyday no matter what, milk cows everyday this gives us dairy calcium to live and be healthy bodies.
Play outside instead of using electricity.

Dear Hard Bargain Farm,

I really enjoyed my visit. I learned that by helping to feed the animals creates soil, and by creating healthy soil it helps crops grow. I also learned that picking up trash in our community helps save our environment through recycling so now I care more about my environment. I also learned that people on the farm milk cows every day and milk gives us dairy, calcium to live a healthy life.

Thank you for helping me learn about caring about our environment.

Sincerely, Tamia
Dear HBF,
I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much about saving energy because even though
that we did not use cell phones, iPads, etc. We still had fun like when we rolled down the hill we still had fun
so what was like the best time of my life

Sincerely,
Alayah Evans
Dear [Name],

All food comes from plants or animals.

I really think you support us on many ways and accomplishes.

I don't know how much money that tells you don't have to refrigerate your food. The only one that needs refrigeration is your produce. The others can stay out.

The other one is that everything smells.

Please, do not have to refrigerate your food. The only one that needs refrigeration is your produce. The others can stay out.

Best,

[Name]
Dear [Name],

I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much about [subject] and how it relates to our community. I experienced the importance of recycling and helping others. I once saw someone throw a bottle and I don't want this to happen. You taught me to pick up stuff and stuff and you taught me how to not throw stuff that isn't bothered. I learned that I can enjoy more and be more efficient if I take care of my environment and take care of resources. I really want to thank you for letting me come to the [place] and for teaching me the things you did.

Sincerely,
Charmeka Holmes
All food comes from plants or

Dear Hard Bargain Farm,

I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much about working together to build a community. We learned to support each other in team building and by helping to feed the animals, it creates healthy soil. I learned how to milk cows every day, this gives us live on and be healthy bodies.

Sincerely,

Shanika

Gosham
All food comes from plants or animals.

Dear hard Bargain Farm,
I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much about turning out lights and cheese making can save energy, and Milking the cows everyday is important so they can feed their kids. When we pick up the trash at the beach, we used energy to run and roll down the hill, and we milk the cows in, made butter from the milk, in we got to look at the pigs, get the egg from the chickens, and bats can eat about 100 insects in 1 min. in the Breakfast, lunch, Dinner was good, and I had a good time at hard Bargain Farm.

Jordan
 Muhammad
Dear Hard Bargain Farm, I really enjoyed my visit. I learned so much on my field trip. I like when we milk the cow, when we stop the pig when we recycle the trash and when we took the goats and when we took the sheeps and when we take the eggs and when we have free time and when we go outside and when we watch the movie that is so much fun and when we try to paste the web that was fun and I like our rooms and I like the beds and I like my bed because my bed was on the top and I like when we go to sleep because the bed are so soft and I like when we go up in the because that feels so good and when we roll down the hill and when we go to the cabin when we eat marshalls that is so delicious and I like the food that we eat and I like when we don't want to do something the farmers said try you can do it and I like the movies and I like the garden because the plants smell so good. I LOVE THE HARD BARGAIN FARM.

Darlyn Looi
Dear Hard Bargain Farm,

It really was educational especially working together to save our community. Picking up trash was fun and we learned to recycle the right way. We also learned that when animals poop, that gives us healthy soil.

Milking cows every day may be gross but it gives us dairie calcium milk. Also, we learned that all mammals can be milked including humans. Also, we learned how to come together as a environment and community.